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ABSTRACT

A preliminary study of a non-reference aliasing artefact index (AAI) metric is presented in this paper. We focus on the effects of combining a full-reference metric and interpolation algorithm. The nearest neighbor algorithm (NN) is used as the gold standard against which test-algorithms are judged in terms of aliased structures. The structural similarity index (SSIM) metric is used to evaluate a test image (i.e. a test-algorithm’s image) and a reference image (i.e. the NN’s image). Preliminary experiments demonstrated promising effects of the AAI metric against state-of-the-art non-reference metrics mentioned. A new study may further develop the studied metric for potential applications in image quality adaptation and/or monitoring in medical imaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In image interpolation, the need for quality assessment has become greater due to easy degradation of image interpolation quality and wide use of interpolation algorithms in many engineering areas/fields [7], [8], [9], [10]. Current methods for image quality assessment include \textit{subjective image quality assessment} (which requires human judges or observers) and \textit{objective image quality assessment} (which does not require human judges or observers) [23]. Referring to ITU-R BT.500 recommendations, subjective experiments require \textit{much time} (much higher, if any desired scaling or interpolation ratios is considered) and \textit{careful planning} to finally obtain the individual mean opinion score (MOS), which can be used as a ground truth for the development of objective image quality metrics [1], [2], [23]. Objective image quality metrics can be understood as a speedier scientific solution helping to guess automatically and accurately the MOS [2], [23]. In some works, objective quality methods are classified into psychophysical and engineering approaches and further into full-reference, reduced-reference and non-reference [24]. It is important to note that objective quality assessment methods were or are developed for different purposes, such as to quantify distortions, produce benchmarks, monitor quality, optimize a process, or indicate problem areas [28]. The difference, in purposes, pushed many researchers to put efforts in seeking first to classify such metrics into groups (for further research, etc.) but they were unable to draw a clear boundary between the different groups [28]. The lack of clarity, on such a boundary, triggered a kind of ‘classification competition’ on quality assessment metrics [31], [32], [33], [34]. For example, in full-reference (FR) metrics, as stated in [28], [29] authors divided such image quality (IQ) metrics into six groups based on the information they use (such as pixel difference-based, correlation-based measures, edge-based measures, spectral distance-based measures, context-based, Human Visual System (HVS)-based). In [30] authors divided IQ metrics into two distinct groups (based on HVS model for low-level perception and prior knowledge about introduced distortion). In [31] authors classified IQ metrics based on three criteria (i.e. full-reference, non-reference, and reduced-reference metrics; general-purpose and application-specific metrics and; bottom-up and top-down metrics). In [28] authors divided the IQ metrics into four groups and giving some of their examples (such as PSNR, MSE, CSF, VSNR, SSIM, etc.). Now, in non-reference (NR) metrics classification, there are, even, structured categories and subcategories based on the types of methodologies used for image quality estimation. Some categories include pixel-based methods, bitstream-based methods and hybrid methods combining the previous two. For example, in [23], authors divided the NR metrics into non-reference pixel based (NR-P), non-reference bitstream based (NR-B), and a hybrid of NR-P and NR-B as well as their subcategories, in each case. It is important to note that the NR-B encompasses the approaches termed as feature-based. And, according to [23], the feature-based methods are either based on a specific artefacts model (related to a visible degradation, the same as in this AAI metric study) or a model for the quantification of degradation’s effects in pristine images or videos [25]. NR methods are discussed again in [26], under the categorization of features and artifacts detection [23]. Again, NR methods have been reviewed and classified following approaches such as an approach based
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on the type of distortion (that can be estimated to formulate a quality value) and quantification of artifacts produced (using a specific compression standard) [27], [23]. Despite the current several categories of FR and NR methods [19], [20], [21], [22], further studies are still needed, particularly on image interpolation quality assessment, still in its infancy [15]. It is important to note that in objective image interpolation quality assessment, FR methods requires inferring pristine images [14], [15], [17] while the NR methods require the use of additional complex functions to assess aliasing artefacts or distortions [20], [21]. Also, it is important to note that such aliasing distortions are the most rapidly visible and poorest-quality-prone particularly at higher scaling or interpolation ratios [3], [4], [5], [6]. This paper is organized as follows: Part two briefly introduces the NN algorithm and SSIM. Part 3 presents and explains the working principle of the studied AAI metric. Part four presents preliminary experiments conducted. And, the conclusion is given in part five.

2. NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM AND STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX

In the current literature, there exist many interpolation algorithms developed for different purposes [4], [5], [13], [16], [18], but here, a great interest has been put on the NN algorithm. Equation 1 is the basic linear scaling equation on which the NN interpolation algorithm is based. In Equation 1, the source or original image coordinates are represented by $srcCoord$, destination or interpolated image coordinates by $destCoord$, source image length by $srcLength$ and destination image length by $destLength$.

$$scrCoord = \left( \begin{array}{c} destCoord \\ \frac{destLength}{srcLength} \end{array} \right)$$

(1)

Figure 1 illustrates the source and destination elements mentioned above.

![Source and Destination Coordinates](image)

Figure 1: Here, $c$, $c'$ and $r$, $r'$ represent the source and destination image coordinates, in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

In the NN algorithm, the rounding function is generally used to keep to the integerness requirement of the digital image formats [11], and to select the nearest pixel, by turning any non-integer, producible by Equation 1, to an integer value, that represents the value for next nearest pixel (to that non-integer value). In general, functions used for rounding purposes, such as floor $\left\lfloor \cdot \right\rfloor$, round $\left[ \cdot \right]$, ceil $\left\lceil \cdot \right\rceil$ functions, are based on Equation 2.
The structural similarity index (SSIM) is one of image quality assessment (IQA) metrics that brought IQA metrics from pixel-to-structure-based stage [22]. In [28], authors categorized the SSIM as a high-level metric. The SSIM assumes that human visual perception is highly adapted for extracting structural information from a scene, and it defines the structural information as those attributes that represent the structure of objects in the scene, and that are independent of the average luminance and contrast [19]. The SSIM index between two nonnegative images, of the same size, is given by Equation 3.

\[
\text{SSIM}(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x \mu_y + C_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + C_2)}{\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + C_1(\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + C_2)}
\]

(3)

where, \( x \) and \( y \) are two nonnegative image signals, \( \mu \) is the mean intensity, \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of \( x \), \( \sigma_{xy} \) is the covariance of \( x \), and \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are variables stabilizing the division with the weak denominator, for example, when the sum of variances is very close to zero [19].

3. THE STUDIED AAI METRIC

The studied AAI metric involves three main parts, namely, the image scaling down part, the image upscaling part using the NN algorithm and SSIM metric (see Figure 2). In this study, a grayscale image is selected as a test image. The scaling down is achieved using the method proposed in [15], but the use of other methods is possible to investigate. A test-ratio is also used (i.e. the scaling ratio on which will be used during the interpolation operation) and is equivalent to the inverse of the input test ratio (for the scaling down purposes) otherwise, it is originally for NN upscaling purposes. The NN algorithm is used to scale up the image scaled down in the previous part. It is important to note that the choice of NN algorithm is because the NN algorithm does not create new image pixel values, even, at different scaling or interpolation ratios. In other words, the NN algorithm does not change the entropy of the test image during image interpolation operations, which is good for our study. The choice of SSIM is because it uses structural information from a test image. On top of that, such structural information is very important to judge test-algorithms against our aliasing artefact based gold standard (i.e. the NN algorithm). The NN interpolated and test images are used as inputs to the SSIM part. And, the NN image is used as a reference image, while the test image is used as in input image.

Figure 2: A functional block diagram of the studied AAI metric

The value of AAI obtained ranges between 0 and 1. Traditionally, if after interpolation of the test image, a high SSIM value (i.e. very close or equal to 1) is obtained, it means that the test image is closely related to the pristine or reference image. Here, if this happens, it means that information contained in the test image is like (or almost like) the information contained in the NN interpolated image, which would not be good since the NN algorithm produces the heaviest aliased structures after interpolation. Since, in the traditional context, a higher SSIM values means a higher similarity to the reference (i.e. better image quality), and, since the reference in our case, is the image interpolated using (or obtained thanks to) the NN algorithm, it can be understood that a higher AAI value would simply reflect the undesired or unwanted similarity, thus making the smaller AAI value to reflect the wanted dissimilarity in terms of aliasing or blocking artefacts. Preliminary experiments are presented and discussed in the following part.
4. EXPERIMENTS

The preliminary AAI algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB-R2018a. Objective assessments were conducted using grayscale images downloaded from the USC-SIPI Image database [12]. Test algorithms (or interpolation methods) used for comparisons include the bilinear, bicubic and lanczos. Traditionally, assessments based on subjective and objective assessments are conducted to determine the correlation characteristics between each objective metric and subjective assessment [35]. Here, we first look at the behaviors of the AAI metric against BRISQUE and NIQE metrics, at various scaling ratios, as shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. Further, we use the correlation between the AAI and each of the two methods, separately, as shown in Table 1.

Figure 3: With bilinear test-algorithm and Lenna input image size 64 x 64: AAI (top), BRISQUE (left) and NIQE (right)

Normally, as the interpolation ratio increases, the image interpolation algorithm produces more artefacts, particularly the jaggedness or aliasing artefacts. Aliasing artefacts are the easiest artefact to see, with naked eyes. In our case, as the scaling ratio changes from two times to eight times, (i.e. 2X to 8X), the AAI demonstrates a strong dissimilarity as shown by quasi-linearly decreasing values (see all figures of this part), while the BRISQUE produces scores go up (which means a strong presence of distortions) but not the same way as in the AAI. Also, the NIQE produces values that go down (meaning a strong presence of distortions) but not the same way as in the AAI (and, mostly for the case involving images of the size 64 x 64). In Table 1, the first column, the first group of images of size = 64 x 64, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE, and a strong positive correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Pepper image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos test-algorithms. In the same table's column, but in the second group of images of size = 128 x 128, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE, and a weaker negative correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Lenna image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos test-algorithms. Still in the same table's column, but in the third group of images of size = 256 x 256, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE scores and a strong correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Lenna image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos interpolation algorithms.
### Table 1: Correlation coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>LENNA (64 x 64)</th>
<th>PEPPERS (64 x 64)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRISQUE</td>
<td>NIQE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinear</td>
<td>-0.8765</td>
<td>0.8795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicubic</td>
<td>-0.9722</td>
<td>0.8390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanczos</td>
<td>-0.9814</td>
<td>0.8379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>LENNA (128 x 128)</th>
<th>PEPPERS (128 x 128)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRISQUE</td>
<td>NIQE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinear</td>
<td>-0.9183</td>
<td>-0.1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicubic</td>
<td>-0.9819</td>
<td>-0.8653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanczos</td>
<td>-0.9909</td>
<td>-0.6698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>LENNA (256 x 256)</th>
<th>PEPPERS (256 x 256)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRISQUE</td>
<td>NIQE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilinear</td>
<td>-0.9199</td>
<td>-0.5727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicubic</td>
<td>-0.9661</td>
<td>-0.9307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanczos</td>
<td>-0.9744</td>
<td>-0.8935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: With bicubic test-algorithm and Lenna input image size 64 x 64: AAI (top), BRISQUE (left) and NIQE (right)](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)

Now, in same table's second column, but in the first group of images of size = 64 x 64, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE, and a strong positive correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Pepper image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos test-algorithms. However, in same table's second column, but in the second group of images of size = 128 x 128, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE, and a weaker negative correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Pepper image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos test-algorithms. Finally, in same table's second column, but in the third group of images of size = 256 x 256, there is a strong negative correlation between the AAI and BRISQUE, and a weaker negative correlation between the AAI and NIQE scores, for cases involving Pepper image as well as bilinear, bicubic and lanczos test-algorithms.
5. CONCLUSION

A preliminary assessment method has been studied and presented in this paper. Current methods for image quality assessment include subjective image quality assessment and objective image quality assessment. Recent research efforts focused on the development of FR and NR methods for the image quality assessment purposes. Our study focused on the use of the FR method and interpolation algorithm to achieve a novel NR category method for image interpolation quality assessment. The studied AAI uses the NN algorithm (regarded as the gold standard against which test-algorithms are judged) and the SSIM metric to evaluate the images generated by a test-algorithm and NN algorithm, respectively. The value of AAI ranges from zero to one. The smaller AAI value reflected the wanted dissimilarity, in terms of aliasing or blocking artefacts. Our experiment focused on the behaviors of the AAI metric against the BRISQUE and NIQE metrics, at various scaling ratios and test-algorithms. Further experiments demonstrated that the AAI metric was independent of image size and scaling ratio, demonstrated a strong and constant dissimilarity (with quasi-linearly decreasing values) which was not the case with NIQE as well as BRISQUE. Future research efforts may be dedicated to further development and assessment of the studied metric for potential applications in image quality adaptation and/or monitoring in medical imaging.
Figure 6: With bilinear test-algorithm and Pepper input image size 256 x 256: AAI (top), BRISQUE (left) and NIQE (right).

Figure 7: With bicubic test-algorithm and Pepper input image size 256 x 256: AAI (top), BRISQUE (left) and NIQE (right).
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